
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
 

DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT 
 

 
BROCK LESNAR,    ) CIVIL ACTION NO:    
      ) 3:05cv221 (CFD) 

Plaintiff,  )  
v.      ) 

) 
WORLD WRESTLING    ) 
ENTERTAINMENT, INC.   ) 
      )  
   Defendant.  )  DECEMBER 9, 2005 

 
PLAINTIFF�S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR TEMPORARY 

RESTRAINING ORDER AND PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 The plaintiff, Brock Lesnar (�Lesnar�), filed this action February 4, 2005, against the 

defendant, World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc. (�WWE�), seeking a declaration pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. Sec. 2201 et seq. that a non-competition agreement (the �Non-Competition Agreement�) 

which purports to restrict his ability to work in or be associated with the businesses of 

�professional wrestling,� �ultimate fighting� and/or �sports entertainment,� in any capacity 

whatsoever, through June 30, 2010, is void and unenforceable as a matter of law, because the 

purported restrictions on competition are not reasonably tailored to �fairly� protect WWE�s 

legitimate business interests, impose an excessive and unreasonable restraint on Lesnar, and are 

otherwise overly broad, oppressive, unfair and inequitable.  Nearly a full year after this action 

was commenced, WWE has just now moved the Court for temporary or preliminary injunctive 

relief to enforce the Non-Competition Agreement, and in support of that motion has submitted to 

the Court a brief which reads like the story line to one of WWE�s soap-opera styled wrestling 
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events; intentionally blurring fact and argument, just as WWE�s productions blur fantasy and 

reality as necessary to create a good verses evil drama.   

 As entertaining as WWE�s brief may be, the one and only issue the Court need decide is 

whether the Non-Competition Agreement is enforceable under Connecticut law.  For all of the 

reasons stated below and those stated in Lesnar�s Motion for Summary Judgment, filed on May 

18, 2005, it is not.  Accordingly, the Court should deny WWE�s ill-timed motion for a temporary 

or preliminary injunction, rule that WWE has waived its right to further respond to the pending 

summary judgment motion, and grant judgment in favor of Lesnar declaring that the Non-

Competition Agreement is unenforceable as a matter of law.   At the very least, the Court must 

deny the motion for temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction since WWE has failed 

to demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits, irreparable harm, or lack of an adequate 

remedy at law.    

II.  LAW AND ARGUMENT 

A. STANDARD OF REVIEW ON TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 
ORDER/PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

 
 Injunctive relief is �an extraordinary and drastic remedy which should not be routinely 

granted.�  Med. Soc�y of the State of New York v. Toia, 560 F.2d 535, 538 (2d Cir. 1977) 

(emphasis added).  A party seeking a preliminary injunction must demonstrate: (1) the likelihood 

of irreparable injury in the absence of such an injunction; and (2) likelihood of success on the 

merits; or (3) sufficiently serious questions going to the merits to make them a fair ground for 

litigation plus a balance of hardships tipping decidedly toward the party requesting the 

preliminary relief.  Federal Express Corp. v. Federal Espresso, Inc., 201 F.3d 168, 173 (2d Cir. 

2000); Citibank, N.A. v. Citytrust, 756 F.2d 273, 275 (2d Cir. 1985).  In order to show irreparable 
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injury, a plaintiff must show an injury that is neither remote nor speculative, but actual and 

imminent.  Tucker v. Anthony Realty Corp. v. Schleshinger. 888 F.2d 969, 975 (2d Cir. 1989).  

Irreparable harm is �injury for which a monetary award cannot be adequate compensation.�  Int�l 

Dairy Foods Assoc. v Amestoy, 92 F.3d 67, 71 (2d Cir. 1996).   

 WWE, in its voluminous moving papers, has failed to establish any of the elements 

necessary to support an order of preliminary injunctive relief.  As set forth in Lesnar�s Motion 

for Summary Judgment, the Non-Competition Agreement is unenforceable.  Consequently, 

WWE cannot demonstrate that it is likely to succeed on the merits of the action.  Regardless of 

the merits, WWE has failed to present any evidence that absent an injunction it will suffer 

irreparable harm or that it lacks an adequate remedy at law.  Moreover, WWE�s delay in seeking 

injunctive relief undercuts any argument that an immediate temporary restraining order is 

warranted.  For these reasons, WWE�s motion should be denied. 

B. WWE HAS WAIVED ITS RIGHT TO FURTHER RESPOND TO THE 
PENDING SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION BY DELAYING 
DISCOVERY AND  ADMITTING THAT ALL RELEVANT FACTS ARE 
NOW BEFORE THE COURT.   

 
 After asking for and receiving an extension, on March 31, 2005, WWE answered the 

Complaint, and counterclaimed for a declaration that the Non-Competition Agreement is 

enforceable, and for damages resulting from its alleged breach.  On May 18, 2005, Lesnar moved 

the Court pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c) for entry of summary judgment in his favor.  The 

rationale for filing the motion was clear:  if the Court rules the Non-Competition Agreement to 

be unenforceable, there is nothing else to decide, and this litigation can be quickly and 

economically concluded.  As evidenced by the arguments WWE now makes, it could have 
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responded to the summary judgment motion within days after it was filed last May, but chose 

instead a strategy of delay.   

 Although the sole issue raised by Lesnar�s summary judgment motion is whether the 

Non-Competition Agreement, as written, is enforceable under Connecticut law, WWE sought, 

and was in part granted leave to conduct discovery prior to responding.  The Court permitted 

WWE to conduct discovery for the purpose of preparing a response to the summary judgment 

motion, but limited WWE to three depositions, and expressly limited the scope of discovery to 

issues raised in the summary judgment motion.  In the seven months since Lesnar�s summary 

judgment motion was filed, however, WWE has taken only one of the three depositions allowed.   

 Having successfully kept Lesnar in litigation limbo with respect to his rights for the past 

year, WWE has just now determined it appropriate to �rush� into Court at the last minute before 

Lesnar is scheduled to appear at an event in Japan for the purpose of �temporarily� restraining 

him from violating the Non-Competition Agreement while this suit is pending.  Presumably, 

WWE will thereafter continue with its �limited� discovery, and at some unknown time down the 

road finally respond to Lesnar�s summary judgment motion.  The transparency of WWE�s delay 

strategy is evident, as is the procedural gamesmanship involved with the timing of its motion for 

injunctive relief -- intended to cause the maximum disruption to Lesnar�s planned performance, 

which has, according to WWE�s own brief, been advertised and promoted for some time now. 1   

 Because WWE�s own filings demonstrate that there is no reason to further postpone a 

decision on the pending summary judgment motion, and because WWE has addressed in its 

motion for injunctive relief the issue of whether the Non-Competition Agreement is enforceable, 

                                                
1   Lesnar traveled to Japan on December 7, 2005, to prepare for his scheduled December 10 and 11, 2005, 
appearances, and is not scheduled to return to the United States until December 14, 2005. 
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the Court should consider WWE�s motion for injunctive relief to be a waiver of its right to 

further respond to the summary judgment motion or to further delay these proceedings.  

Delaying a final decision, of course, is to WWE�s advantage, because insuring that Lesnar 

remain under a cloud of litigation for the foreseeable future is tantamount in many respects to 

enforcing the invalid Non-Competition Agreement.      

C. WWE HAS WAIVED ITS RIGHT TO SEEK TEMPORARY OR 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF, AND CANNOT REASONABLY 
CLAIM IRREPARABLE HARM,  BECAUSE IT HAS POSSESSED ALL 
FACTS UPON WHICH ITS MOTION IS BASED SINCE THE 
INCEPTION OF THIS PROCEEDING AND, ARMED WITH THESE 
FACTS, ACTIVELY DELAYED THIS PROCEEDING.    

 
 WWE claims that it has just learned the facts which entitle it to �immediate� injunctive 

relief, and that it has only now become necessary to preserve the status quo to prevent Lesnar 

from performing for New Japan Pro Wrestling in breach of his Non-Competition Agreement.  

(WWE Memo at 1, 2).  WWE�s claim that it did not know until now of Lesnar�s intent to violate 

the Non-Competition restrictions it seeks to enforce, however, is simply not plausible.  In fact, 

such an assertion is contradicted by the allegations plead in its March 31, 2005 counterclaim, 

facts conceded in its own memorandum in support of its injunction motion, and counsel�s 

representations made in open Court at a September 15, 2005 discovery hearing.   By its own 

allegations, it is clear that WWE was well aware of Lesnar�s contacts with New Japan even 

before the commencement of this action. 

 In February 2005 Lesnar filed this action for the sole purpose of securing a declaration 

that the Non-Competition Agreement is unenforceable.  In response, WWE filed its March 2005 

counterclaim, specifically alleging at paragraphs 30 through 34 that: 
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�On January 4, 2005, Lesnar appeared ringside at a professional wrestling event at the 
Tokyo Dome in Tokyo, Japan produced by New Japan Pro Wrestling� and �Upon 
information and belief . . . was introduced to the crowd,� and �Upon information and 
belief . . . the television broadcast of the New Japan event showed Lesnar walking to his 
ringside seat.�  
 

(WWE Counterclaim, ¶¶ 30-33).  �As a result,� WWE claimed, �Lesnar . . . associated himself 

with New Japan,� in violation of the Non-Competition Agreement.  (WWE Counterclaim, ¶ 34; 

WWE Memo at 2 acknowledging that �WWE has asserted counterclaims that Lesnar�s prior 

dealings with New Japan . . . breach his contractual obligations[.]�) (emphasis added).   WWE 

also alleged, upon information and belief, that Lesnar �has been in negotiations with New Japan 

to enter into a five-match contract�.�  (WWE Counterclaim, ¶ 34). 

 With respect to his attendance at the Japanese event in January 2005, Lesnar also testified 

as follows: 

Q:  With respect to the event, the New Japan event in Tokyo which you attended in 
January of this year . . . Did you try to hide that from WWE in any way, the fact that you 
were going there? 
 
A:  No.  Shane [McMahon] -- I was in conversations with Shane numerous times, told 
him that I was attending, going to attend. 
 
Q:  Who is Shane? 
 
A:  Shane McMahon. 
 
Q:  That is Mr. McMahon�s [WWE Chairman�s] son? 
 
A:  Yeah, I believe so.  
 

(WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 278).  WWE�s recently-filed memorandum also admits, at pages 10-11, 

that WWE believed Lesnar was supposedly advertised to �appear for a Japanese promotion� as 

early as December 2004 -- which is now exactly one year ago.   
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 Additionally, at the September 15, 2005 discovery hearing in this matter, counsel for 

WWE, Mr. McDevitt, specifically advised this Court he had reason to believe Lesnar had entered 

into an agreement to perform for New Japan.  In open court, Lesnar�s counsel affirmed that to be 

true, and the Court then specifically asked McDevitt whether he intended to move for injunctive 

relief.  Although having all of the facts he would need to seek injunctive relief (including 

counsel�s admission that Lesnar had agreed to perform for New Japan), McDevitt responded in 

the negative, claiming that more discovery was necessary.  It is no secret that Lesnar did, in fact, 

publicly perform for New Japan on October 8, 2005, and at page 14 of its own memorandum 

WWE admits that Lesnar�s performance was actively promoted and advertised.2  WWE likewise 

concedes at page 15 of its memorandum that the December 10 and 11, 2005 performances it now 

seeks to restrain have been similarly advertised and promoted.  In other words, none of this is 

news to WWE.   

 To gauge just how far WWE is willing to go to gain a procedural advantage in this 

litigation, the Court need only compare WWE�s actual knowledge of Lesnar�s activities, as 

detailed above, with its counsel�s December 6 and 7, 2005 letters to the Court, in which they 

respectively represent that WWE just learned that Lesnar was threatening to breach the Non-

Competition Agreement at his November 21, 2005, deposition, and claim that it is somehow now 

imperative for the Court to enter an immediate injunction to prevent Lesnar from performing for 

New Japan Pro Wrestling to preserve the status quo.  (See 12/6/2005 and 12/7/2005 Schwartz 

and McDevitt letters to Court).  Cf. qad. inc. v. ALN Associates, Inc., 781 F.Supp. 561 (N.D. Ill. 

                                                
2   Nor did Lesnar attempt to conceal the fact:  
    Q:  . . . did you try to conceal the fact that you had signed this deal with New Japan? 
    A:  I don�t think so.  What was there to conceal about it? 
    (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 257).   
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1992) (preliminary injunction vacated and defendant recovered damages above bond amount 

against plaintiff who acted in bad faith by deceiving court and causing issuance of preliminary 

injunction).  Lesnar, of course, has not worked for WWE since March 2004, nearly two years 

ago, and the �status quo� WWE is asking this Court to preserve has not existed since that time.  

The status quo at the time of the filing of WWE�s motion is that Lesnar has agreed to perform in 

Japan on December 10 and 11, and it is WWE that is seeking to alter that status quo by seeking a 

last minute order enjoining those performances. 

 Rather than diligently seeking to enforce what it believed to be its rights under the Non-

competition Agreement, WWE has sat back and watched while Lesnar has entered into 

commitments with New Japan.  New Japan, which is not a party to this action, has in turn made 

its own commitments in reliance on Lesnar�s agreement to appear at certain events.  At this late 

stage of the game, any order preventing Lesnar from performing his contractual commitments to 

New Japan would therefore not serve to preserve any existing relationship between Lesnar and 

WWE, but would instead only disrupt the relationship between Lesnar and New Japan which 

was formed approximately five months ago.  Consequently, applying the maxim that �equity aids 

the vigilant, not those who slumber on their rights,� and based on WWE�s own pleadings and 

admissions, and its calculated decision not to seek injunctive relief during the time that Lesnar 

and third parties materially changed their positions, WWE has waived its right to request 

preliminary injunctive relief, if such right ever existed.  American Fabrics Co. v. Lace Art, Inc., 

291 F. Supp. 589, 592 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) (seven month delay in brining suit and delaying of 

preliminary injunction hearing was unreasonable). 
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 The Second Circuit has cited a party�s delay in seeking injunctive relief as an indication 

of  the �absence of the kind of irreparable harm required to support a preliminary injunction.�   

Citibank, N.A. v. Citytrust, 756 F.2d at 276.    �The Second Circuit further held in Majorica, S.A. 

v. R.H. Macy & Co., Inc., 762 F.2d 7, 8 (2d Cir. 1985), that �[l]ack of diligence, standing alone, 

may�preclude the granting of preliminary injunctive relief, because it goes primarily to the 

issue of irreparable harm�.��  Costello v. McEnery, 767 F.Supp. 72, 78 (S.D.N.Y. 1991).  Here, 

WWE�s pleadings, moving papers, and counsel�s admissions demonstrate that it was aware of 

Lesnar�s involvement with New Japan long before November 21, 2005, yet it chose to refrain 

from seeking any preliminary injunctive relief until four days before Lesnar�s appearances in 

Japan.  WWE�s delay in seeking injunctive relief, in and of itself, demonstrates the absence of 

irreparable harm and justifies the denial of WWE�s motion for temporary retraining order and 

preliminary injunction.  Id.  

 D. WWE�S FACTUAL RECITATIONS ARE NEITHER FACTUAL NOR  
  RELEVANT TO THE ISSUES BEFORE THE COURT AND SHOULD BE  
  DISREGARDED. 
 
 Virtually none of the �facts� recited at pages 1-15 of WWE�s memorandum have any 

relevance to the one issue raised by Lesnar�s motion for summary judgment: whether the six-

year, worldwide, all-encompassing Non-Competition Agreement, as written, is enforceable 

under Connecticut law.  Nor does most of WWE�s fifteen-page character assassination even 

qualify as fact, because WWE has selectively and creatively cropped and edited quotes, 

intentionally omitted information necessary to make what is disclosed not misleading, and 

impermissibly blended editorial comment with citation to record evidence.    
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 Although WWE has done its best to deflect the Court�s attention from the one issue 

before it by trying to paint Lesnar as untrustworthy and lacking in character, it did attach a 

complete copy of his deposition transcript.  (WWE Motion Exhibit 1).  That transcript, when 

read in its entirety, reveals not only that WWE has gone far beyond the bounds of the limited 

discovery it was permitted by this Court to conduct, but that every aspect of WWE�s relationship 

with Lesnar has been overreaching.  Following, for the Court�s convenience, is a very brief 

summary of some of the testimony WWE chose not to highlight in its tirade against Lesnar.       

 At pages 2 and 3 of WWE�s memo it claims that Lesnar testified he was �not a man of 

his word� in business dealings.  What Lesnar actually said, in context, is that �it goes both 

ways�; if the people he is dealing with keep their word, he keeps his.   (WWE Motion Ex. 1 at 

20-22, explaining that WWE Chairman McMahon had failed to keep his promises to Lesnar).  

WWE also tries to paint Lesnar as being indifferent to this Court�s authority by partially quoting 

an exchange in which Lesnar says that he understands the Non-Competition Agreement prohibits 

him from appearing for New Japan, if enforceable, and that it is �100% right� that he decided not 

to wait for the Court�s decision before going to work for New Japan.  (WWE Memo at p. 2; 

WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 132).  But WWE omits from the quoted excerpt Lesnar�s appropriate 

comment that �I can�t sit and home and starve either.�  (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 132).   

 Typical of the trust Lesnar once placed in WWE, and of WWE�s overreaching, he 

testified that he did his own negotiations for the July 2003 Booking Contract, even though he 

was then represented by counsel, and that he told his lawyer he did not need to review the 

proposed agreement because, as Lesnar put it, �I feel that I�m in good hands with WWE[,]� and 

�the company made me feel so warm that I didn�t, I chose not to use [representation].�  (WWE 
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Motion Ex. 1, p. 48-49, 59).  Lesnar also trusted WWE Vice President Jim Ross when he said 

that Lesnar did not need to put a requested provision for time off in his contract, because if 

Lesnar asked for time off he would get it.  (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 51-53).  WWE, of course, 

never encouraged Lesnar to have his attorney review or comment on the Booking Contract and 

WWE�s Vice President stood by while Lesnar signed the 2003 Booking Contract without even 

reading it.  (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 50, 54).   

E. THE SIX-YEAR, WORLDWIDE, ALL-ENCOMPASSING NON-
COMPETITION AGREEMENT IS UNENFORCEABLE, AND 
CONSEQUENTLY WWE CANNOT DEMONSTRATE THAT IT IS 
LIKELY TO SUCCEED ON THE MERITS.  

 
 In May 2005 Lesnar filed his motion for summary judgment, asking the Court to rule as a 

matter of law that the Non-Competition Agreement is unenforceable because the purported 

restrictions on competition are not reasonably tailored to �fairly� protect WWE�s legitimate 

business interests, impose an excessive and unreasonable restraint on Lesnar, and are otherwise 

overly broad, oppressive, unfair and inequitable.  Because WWE cannot present any opposition 

to the merits of Lesnar�s motion, it instead argues that the Court should abdicate its equitable 

powers, and its duty under Connecticut law to determine whether the Non-Competition 

Agreement at issue is fairly necessary to protect WWE�s legitimate business interests or unduly 

interferes with Lesnar�s ability to earn a living, because: (a) the boilerplate language in the 

contract drafted by WWE says that the Court may grant injunctive relief for its breach; and (b) 

the otherwise oppressive and unconscionable six-year, worldwide, all-encompassing non-

competition restrictions were entered into as part of a �settlement agreement� and therefore 

require special deference.  WWE, however, has failed to cite any law which supports its novel 
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arguments, and the facts clearly demonstrate that there was no dispute to �settle� when the 

Agreement was executed.   

 As for WWE�s first point, enforcement of an employment-related non-competition 

agreement is an equitable, not a legal question.  Accordingly, while a contractual recitation may 

be considered by the Court, it is not binding on the Court.  See, e.g., Alpha Capital 

Aktiengesellschaft v. Advanced Viral Research Corp., 2003 WL 328302 at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 11, 

2003) (�a contractual stipulation to the effect that irreparable harm exists is not itself 

dispositive.�).  This only makes sense because the party with superior bargaining power -- 

generally the employer -- is always in a position to dictate the terms of the agreement.  As such, 

if courts were limited to an examination of the boilerplate terms in determining the enforceability 

of non-competition agreements, the employer would win every time, and there would be no need 

for application of the entire body of equitable principles that has been developed over the years, 

and which requires courts to look at the fundamental fairness of the contractual restrictions.  That 

is, of course, why WWE fails to cite even one case where a court has enforced a non-competition 

agreement simply because the underlying contract recites that the restrictions are enforceable.3   

                                                
3   WWE�s reliance on Ticor Title Ins. Co. v. Cohen, 173 F.3d 63 (2d Cir. 1999) for the proposition that irreparable 
harm can be established by an employment contract�s recitation that irreparable harm will necessarily follow from a 
breach is misplaced.  The very first thing the Ticor court says in addressing whether irreparable harm has been 
shown is that �[A]n award of an injunction is not something a plaintiff is entitled to as a matter of right, but rather is 
an equitable remedy issued by a trial court . . after it weighs the potential benefits and harm to be incurred by the 
parties from the granting or denying of such relief.�  Id. at 69.  Ticor then goes on to conclude that irreparable harm 
has been shown, and only then does it discuss the significance of a contractual provision by which the employee 
acknowledges that an injunction is appropriate in the event of his breach.  Id. at 70.  But even then, the Ticor court 
was applying New York, not Connecticut law, and it only went so far as to say that the contractual provision �we 
think, might arguably be viewed as an admission by [defendant] that plaintiff will suffer irreparable harm were he 
to breach the contract�s non-compete provision�  Id.  That is a far cry from what WWE is asking this Court to 
conclude, and is entirely inconsistent with Connecticut law as set forth in Lesnar�s summary judgment 
memorandum. 
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 WWE�s reliance on the claimed �exclusive� licensing provisions of the Non-Competition 

Agreement fares no better.  The exclusive licensing provisions to which WWE refers are 

inextricably intertwined with, and are part and parcel of the Non-Competition Agreement itself, 

because by enforcing the former WWE can achieve a de facto enforcement of the latter.  To 

explain, Lesnar is a television and media performer, and he therefore cannot �appear� on 

television for any business or entity if WWE retains the exclusive rights to his name and 

likeness.  If by agreement he cannot appear, he cannot work.  And if he cannot work, he is 

effectively subject to a non-competition agreement.  So, in addition to the six-year non-

competition restriction, WWE tries to double up by claiming that it exclusively owns Lesnar�s 

licensing rights for the same period of time.  For the same reasons that the Non-Competition 

Agreement is unenforceable, as explained in Lesnar�s summary judgment motion, so too are the 

purported exclusive licensing provisions.  

 With regard to WWE�s idea that settlement agreements are treated deferentially by 

courts, whether the non-competition restrictions were written into Lesnar�s agreement at the 

inception of his employment relationship with WWE, or at the conclusion of that relationship, 

does not change the Court�s analysis.  Either way, WWE is seeking to restrict Lesnar�s post-

employment activities and opportunities, and either way the Court is required to determine 

whether such restrictions are necessary and take into account Lesnar�s right to support himself 

and his family.  WWE cites only general case law that settlement agreements are favored by the 

courts, but again fails to cite any authority for the proposition that an employment-related non-

competition agreement contained in a settlement agreement need not meet the same equitable 

tests for reasonableness and fairness required of all such agreements by Connecticut law.    
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 Moreover, while WWE prefers to refer to the Non-Competition Agreement as a 

�Settlement Agreement,� it omits from its memorandum all of the facts which show that there 

was no dispute to �settle� when the Agreement was executed, and that the Agreement itself is 

just another example of WWE�s overreaching.  Contrary to WWE�s contrived arguments, Lesnar 

testified that, in early 2004, he had a conversation with WWE Chairman Vince McMahon, and 

told him that he was burned out on wrestling and travel, needed time off, and he would like to try 

professional football as an alternative.  (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 85-88).   Lesnar did not say, as 

claimed in WWE�s brief, that he would quit if not released.  (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 90).  Nor 

did Lesnar say, as claimed, that he would �commit suicide� if McMahon did not let him go.4  

Rather, to illustrate to McMahon just how burned out he was on the constant travel, Lesnar told 

him that �there�s some nights that I�m on the road that I wish I was, I just run my car into the 

ditch because I didn�t want to be there . . . my heart was just wasn�t into it anymore,� which 

Lesnar characterized as �a figure of speech, explaining how bad I disliked being on the road.�  

(WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 88-89). 5   

                                                
4   Davis v. New York City Housing Authority, 166 F.3d 432, 437-438 (2d Cir. 1999) (�[W]hile affidavits may be 
considered on a preliminary injunction motion, motion s for preliminary injunction should not be resolved on the 
basis of affidavits that evince disputed issues of fact.�).   
5   It is interesting, however, that McMahon would bring up the subject of suicide or death, because Lesnar testified 
that 38 people have died while working for WWE (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 284), and it is common knowledge that 
young, professional wrestlers are dying off at rates that far exceed those of the general public.  Although not made a 
part of the summary judgment filing, USA Today reports that since 1997 approximately 1,000 men 45 years old and 
younger who have worked on the pro wrestling circuits have died, a large number from heart attacks or other 
coronary problems, which it characterizes as �an extraordinarily high rate for people that young.�  See copy of 
March 12, 2004 USA Today article printed on December 2, 2005, from the Internet web site at 
www.usatoday.com/sports/2004-03-12-pro-wrestling_x.htm.  (Ex. A).  A Dallas Medical Examiner quoted in the 
same article says that professional wrestlers are 12 times more likely to die from heart disease than other Americans 
25-44, and 20 times more likely to die before 45 than pro football players.  In one of his last matches for WWE in 
Feburary 2004, Lesnar passed the Championship title to Eddie Guerrero.  On November 14, 2005, Guerrero, in 
Minneapolis for a WWE performance, was found dead in his hotel room.  See November 14, 2005 Minneapolis Star 
Tribune article printed on December 2, 2005, from the Internet web site 
www.startribune.com/stories/462/5724133.html .  (Ex. B).   
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 McMahon replied that if Lesnar�s heart was not in wrestling, WWE did not want him and 

that McMahon would figure out how to work out the business end of it and that the door would 

always be �open� for Lesnar to return.  (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 88, 89-90, 111).  The next 

communication Lesnar had with WWE was over a month after he had last been booked by or 

performed for WWE, and after he had relocated to Phoenix, Arizona to train for the NFL, when 

WWE sent him a Settlement Agreement and General Release of All Claims to sign.  (WWE 

Motion Ex. 1, p. 95).  A WWE agent, Johnny Laurenitis, later traveled to Phoenix, where he 

called Lesnar and told him he needed to come down and sign a �release form.�  (WWE Motion 

Ex. 1, p. 96).   

 Precisely because there was no dispute, and because Lesnar thought he had been released 

by McMahon and had left WWE on �good terms,� and because he did not �want to hurt the 

company in any way,� Lesnar was �willing to sign whatever it was to sign for Mr. McMahon.�  

(WWE Ex. 1, p. 24-25, 104-105).  Accordingly, once again trusting WWE not to take advantage 

of him, Lesnar signed the �Settlement Agreement� without reading it, and without any 

understanding of its terms.  (WWE Ex. 1, p. 24-26, 110, 113, 117).6  Under these circumstances, 

not only is there no reason to give the alleged �Settlement Agreement� any special deference, but 

the Court should instead construe it with the utmost suspicion.   

 The end result is that this Court must consider and construe the Non-Competition 

Agreement in accord with the long line of Connecticut cases which require that, to be 

enforceable, such agreements must be in all respects reasonable and fair.  Because WWE does 

                                                
6   WWE tries to make much of the fact that Lesnar was represented by counsel in connection with the release WWE 
asked him to sign.  But Lesnar explained that he never had an opportunity to consult with his attorney regarding the 
agreement, and he never received a letter his attorney sent to the hotel he had been at in Phoenix, because he had 
checked out just before it arrived.  (WWE Ex. 1, p. 25-27, 98-99, 103-104-105).      
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not, and cannot credibly argue that the Non-Competition Agreement at issue meets any of those 

tests, Lesnar is entitled to judgment is his favor for all of the reasons set forth in his pending 

motion for summary judgment.  Certainly, WWE has failed to make a clear showing of probable 

success on the merits sufficient to warrant the granting of injunctive relief.   

 F. WWE IS NOT ENTITLED TO TEMPORARY OR PRELIMINARY   
  INJUNCTIVE RELIEF BECAUSE IT CANNOT SHOW THAT IT WILL  
  SUFFER ANY HARM AT ALL -- LET ALONE IRREPARABLE HARM.  
 
 WWE has not promoted Lesnar as a personality since March 2004, and has specifically 

alleged in its counterclaim that whatever commercial value Lesnar once had was destroyed when 

he left the WWE.  (WWE Counterclaim, ¶ 53, �his actions have diminished his value,� which  

�resulted in, inter alia, a decrease in Lesnar�s promotional value . . . which would result in WWE 

again needing to invest substantial amounts of time and money to promote him if he did return, 

thus making even the terms of the 2003 Booking Contract no longer reasonable or acceptable.�).   

Not surprisingly, therefore, WWE has not presented the Court with any evidence, by affidavit or 

otherwise, to suggest that it has suffered any harm due to Lesnar�s absence in the nearly two 

years since he last performed in a WWE event.  WWE�s claim that it will be irreparably harmed 

if Lesnar is not prevented from performing wrestling matches in Japan is, consequently, without 

merit.7   

 Of no small import, Lesnar has already performed in a New Japan show which took place 

on October 8, 2005.  But WWE did nothing to prevent that performance, nor did it run to the 

                                                
7   Vince McMahon submitted an affidavit stating only that WWE invested large sums in Lesnar�s career.  (WWE 
Motion Ex. 4, Par. 4).  What McMahon did not say, however, and what he cannot dispute is that WWE also made 
�millions and millions of dollars� off of Lesnar while he was there.  (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 287).  And, of even 
more importance, McMahon did not and cannot say that WWE will suffer any financial harm if Lesnar performs in 
Japan. 
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courthouse after the fact claiming that it had in any way been damaged, let alone irreparably 

harmed.  See, e.g., Citibank, N.A. v. Citytrust, 756 F.2d 273, 276 (2d Cir. 1985) (delay in seeking 

injunctive relief may indicate absence of irreparable harm).  WWE did not, for example, produce 

one shred of evidence that Lesnar�s performance for New Japan resulted in one less television 

viewer for WWE, or one less product sale, or that the performance it now seeks to prevent will in 

any way damage WWE�s business.  It did not, and cannot, because its claim of irreparable harm, 

like its claim that it did not know Lesnar would perform until just now, is total fabrication.8  

 Along these same lines, WWE has the burden of showing that an injunction is necessary 

because it cannot be adequately compensated by money damages.  Loveridge v. Pendleton 

Woolen Mills, Inc., 788 F.2d 914, 918 (2d Cir. 1986) (�where money damage are adequate 

compensation, a preliminary injunction will not issue since equity should not intervene where 

there is an adequate remedy at law.�).  Again, WWE has wholly failed to meet its burden of 

proof because, if the Non-Competition Agreement is ultimately determined to be valid, then 

WWE has a breach of contract claim for which money damages may be recovered.   

 G. IN ANY EVENT, THE BALANCING OF HARMS WEIGHS HEAVILY IN  
  FAVOR OF PERMITTING LESNAR TO WORK AFTER TWO YEARS  
  OF UNEMPLOYMENT. 
 
 WWE glosses over yet another fundamental principle of equity jurisprudence, which 

requires the Court to compare the likely harm to the moving party if the injunction does not 

issue, with the harm to the non-moving party if the injunction does issue.  Lesnar stated in the 
                                                
8  Compare Shubert Theatrical Co. v. Rath, 271 F. 827 (2d Cir. 1921), cited at page 18 of WWE�s memorandum, in 
which the plaintiff presented expert testimony that the theatrical performer in question performed acts that literally 
no other person in the world could perform, and that it was impossible to replace him, with the evidence here that 
WWE immediately replaced Lesnar and afterward said that his value had been diminished and that it did not want 
him back.  WWE erroneously cites Shubert and Nassau Sports v. Peters, 352 F. Supp. 870 (E.D.N.Y. 1972) for the 
proposition that �performers� and athletes� are prima facie considered to be �unique and extraordinary,�� but those 
cases state that a party seeking an injunction must show that such individuals are exceptional talents who are, in 
essence, irreplaceable.  Lesnar was, of course, immediately replaced by WWE.   
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affidavit he submitted in support of his Motion for Summary Judgment that his earned income in 

the year after he last performed for WWE was only in the $12,000 range.9  Since then, Lesnar 

has had to sell a number of assets, including two houses, vehicles and an airplane, and he has had 

to obtain a personal loan of $150,000 just to make ends meet.  (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 14- 17).    

 Getting straight to the heart of this matter, Lesnar testified as follows: 

Q:  Now, why did you ultimately decide to go to work for New Japan in the late summer, 
early fall of this year? 
 
A:  It�s very simple.  I had to do something.  I was running out of funds.  I needed to 
work somewhere. . . [.] 
 
Q:  If you didn�t work in professional wrestling or a related field, could you earn the kind 
of money that you earned when you worked with WWE? 
 
A:  No, no. 
 
Q:  . . . What else do you think you�re qualified to do? 
 
A:  Run heavy equipment.  I�d probably go back to school if I could, if I could afford it.  
You know, get my degree.  . . . I�m at a point financially that I have to pick up from 
where I, at least somewhat where I was, somewhat the amount of money, to at least keep 
the things that I�ve got. 
 

(WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 280).   

 It should not go without notice that, as a result of the �limited� discovery permitted, 

WWE is in possession of Lesnar�s tax returns, bank records, and other financial information, yet 

it chose not to ask Lesnar even one question about his current financial situation, or to produce 

any such evidence in support of its motion.  (See WWE Motion Ex. 1, Lesnar Deposition 

Transcript).  It did not, because it knew what the answers would be, and it knew that if prevented 

from working for New Japan while this litigation is pending Lesnar will not be able to pay his 
                                                
9   Lesnar�s football career was cut short by injuries received in an April 2005 motorcycle accident which limit his 
forward and lateral mobility.  (WWE Motion Ex. 1, p. 130-131).   
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bills, including rapidly rising legal expenses, and will not be able to support himself, his young 

daughter and her mother.  The harm to Lesnar if an injunction issues, is not only substantial, but 

is very real and very immediate.  Moreover, the potential damage to a non-party, New Japan, 

which presumably has advertised and promoted Lesnar�s performance, is also substantial.  The 

harm to Lesnar far outweighs any claimed harm to WWE if the injunction does not issue, and 

therefore, the injunction should be denied.10    

III.  CONCLUSION 

 For all of the foregoing reasons, and those stated in Lesnar�s May 18, 2005, Motion for 

Summary Judgment, WWE�s motion for temporary or preliminary injunctive relief should be 

denied, and judgment should be entered in Lesnar�s favor declaring that the subject Non-

Competition Agreement is unenforceable as a matter of law.  Because of Defendant�s last minute 

filing and request for immediate relief, Plaintiff has attempted to provide the Court with an 

opposing memorandum in a very short timeframe.   Lesnar reserves the right to supplement this  

                                                
10 Lesnar vehemently objects to WWE�s suggestion that a temporary restraining order should issue without bond, 
particularly in light of the substantial harm that Lesnar would suffer by issuance of such an order.  F.R.C.P. 65(c) 
requires the posting of sufficient security by the applicant.  Moreover, F.R.C.P. 65.1 permits a party improvidently 
enjoined to proceed directly against the bond.   
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memorandum of law in the future and, if appropriate, file opposing affidavits.   

Respectfully submitted, 
 
     THE PLAINTIFF, 
     BROCK LESNAR     
 
 
          
     By :     /s/    Scott S. Centrella   
          Scott S. Centrella      
           Diserio Martin O�Connor &    
      Castiglioni LLP    

          One Atlantic Street     
          Stamford, CT 06901-2402    
          Tel: 203-358-0800     
          Fax: 203-348-2321     
          E-mail: scentrella@dmoc.com    
          Fed Bar No. ct05809     

 
    David Bradley Olsen / 197944   
    220 South Sixth Street, Suite 1800    

     Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
     Tel: 612-339-2500 
     E-mail: dolsen@hensonefron.com 
     Attorneys for the Plaintiff, Brock Lesnar 
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